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NLSD 72-8R

ABSTRACT

The basic differential equations for the electron density in

an electron beam stabilized discharge are formulated and

a discussion of the relevant physical process,', is presented.

Rapid charge transfer among the positive ions is shown to

result in a considerable simplification of the basic equations.

An analytic solution is given which, in an approximate

manner, includes the effect of oxygen attachment. A

comparison between calculated electron densities and

preliminary measurements is shown to be in reasonable

agreement.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Molecular gas lasers, in which the primary pumping mechanism is electron

impact on the gas molecules, have shown very high efficiencies; for example

up to 47% for COI and 33%o for CO 2. Because of the high efficiency and

relative simplicity of these electrically pumped lasers, considerable effort

is being directed to the problem of scaling up the outputs of electric dis-

charge lasers by new methods of maintaining uniform discharges in high

pressure gas mixtures. One such new method is the electron beam stabilized

discharge. 3,4,5,6 The calculation of the electron density of the plasma in

such a discharge is the subject of this report.

An electron beam stabilized plasma differs considerably from a self-

sustaining discharge in that the energy for the ionization of the gas molecules

comes from a ,..qh voltage electron beam directed into the laser chamber

through a' thin metalic foil from a high vacuum region (see Figure 1). In the

more common self-sustaining discharge, e. g., glow or radio. frequency

discharges, the ionization is produced by electrons generated in tCe plasma

which po sess sufficient energy. At high pressure, for examr

atmosphere, and at discharge times longer than about 1 ps, such plasmas

witth metalic electrodes often produce low resistance local arcs which in

turn cause very inbomogeneous laser pumping and unwanted heating of the

active molecules. Since the ionization in an electron beam plasma is

externally controlled by the energetic electron stream ,one need not

"heat" the electrons in the plasma to the point of causing significant

ionization and thus the problem of arcing in the laser chamber is greatly

reduced, Note that we distinguish between the, tenuous stream of high

energy electrons of the E-beam and the low energy (plasma) electrons
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produced in the laser chamber by ionizing collisions between molecules and

the fast beam particles. (The electron density of the beam may be about
16 /cm3 and of the low energy electrons about 10 2 /cM3

Fast laser pumping rates are obtained if the average energy of the plasma
electron is about 1 eV (see References 7 and 8 for CO and CO2). This

average energy is supplied by passing a current between two sustainer

electrodes located in the plasma region. One electrode, which does not

block the electron beanr is located near the foil and is generally at ground

potential and the other electrode is maintained at the sustainer potential Vs.

The laser pumping rate is proportional to the number density of the plasma

electrons, ne, and it is the purpose of this report to discuss the physical

processes which control the electron density i:. a rn-rItigas E-beam plasma,

and to calculate ne for some typical operating conditions. In Section 2. 0

of this report the basic equations for the electron density are formulated
and n is calculated for some exemplar-y cases. Also a comparison

ebetween experiment and calculation is made. A simple discussion of the

basic physical processes of electron generation and loss is presented in

Section 3. 0. The rates for these processes are also cilculated.

3



2.0 ELECTRON DENSITY CALCULATIONS

Molecular gai, laser plasmas generally contain a mixture of gases, their

positive ions (and possibly negative ions) and electrons. In electron beam

stabilized plasmas the total pressure may be about one atmosphere
L19 3V:( -101 particles/cm ) or higher. The number densities of the ions or

electrons is usually less than 1014/cm for a total pressure of one
atmosphere and thus is small compared to the neutral density. Since

ele tron-neutral collisions are :.esponsible for the laser pumping, with
ion-neutral processes relatively unimportant, the electron density is

of prime importance. Although the concentration of the various ion types

is, per se, not of interest, we shall nonetheless have to consider the various

ion processes since the rate of electron loss depends upon the particular ion

species present in the discharge.

In Section 2.1 the basic set of equations which should be solved to calculate the

electron density is given. For each constituent of the gas mixture, there

is one first order nonlinear differential equation, and in general, the result-

ing set of coupled differential equations must be solved numerically. When

a chemically pure gas is considered, one can write an analytic solution for ne

as a function of time (Section Z. Z). One can also solve analytically an approxi-

mate equation for a single constituent gas with a small amount of oxygen

(Section 2. 2). Solutions for a multicomponent gas, on the other hand, are

more complex. A discussion of the dominant mechanisms in typical mixtures

is given in Section 2. 3. Computer solutions for various gas mixtures and

operating conditions are presented in Section 2. 4, and in Section 2. 5 some
jr. - sxperimental measurements are compared with calculated values.

* The rate constants used in thke calculations of electron density are identified

and .-eviewed in Section 3. 0. Since we will use these constants in the next

6section, it is useful to briefly describe them here.
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Electron Generation. The only electron generation process of

importance is that of electron neutral collisions. We choose to divide

the electrons into two classes. Class one includes the electrons of the

high voltage beam and the fast secondaries which the high voltage beam

produces. Class two includes the low energy electrona produced by the

ionization which reside in the plasma at an energy of approximately 1 eV.

?

Electron Attachment. The attachmert -rocesses are two body and three

body processes. A two body process, for example, is 02 + t. -00" + 0. and a

three body process may be illistrated by using nitrogen: N2 + 02 + e . N2 + 02.

Recombination. The main electron-ion recombination processes are also

cwo body and three body events, illustrated with argon:

+
Ar 2 +e-4P2Ar

Ar+ + e -o-Ar

Ar + Ar + e.W.ZAr

Ion-ion recor ination is the main neutralization process for negative

oxygen tons. The recombination coefficient for the latter is about
..6 310" cm /s.

Charge Transfer: The charge transfer processes are very important

in determining th, lifetime of the varioats species of ions. Rate constants

given in the works of F]erguson, Schmeltekopf, Fehsenfeld et &I (cited

in Section 3. S) indicate that there is rapid charRe transfer from helium

and •itrogen ions to carbon mono*Ade and caroon dioxide ions.

=kI



2.1 Basic Electron Density Equations for a Multicomponent Gas. To

formulate a basic set of equations for a rnalticomponent gas we shall

assume quasi-neutrality and homogeneit5 Quasi-neutrality implies

near equality between free positive and -. agative charges, and homogeneity

implies that the temporal rate of chT:. )f ion number density is governed

only by ion loss and generation rate 3. Let n(j4) represent the

number density of positive ions u the jth species, n the electron deisity,
e

and n(O ) the number densi"Y of charged oxygen molecules as the only

negative ions present. From the quasi-neutrality requirements, we can

write

n e n(j+ -t nO) (la)
e j

and from the homogeneity concept we write (for each particle species)

dn(j +)/dt = G(j+) -- L(j+) (lb)

and

dn(O 2 )/dt = G(O-) - L(O-) (ic)

where the 0 and L terms refer to the generation and loss rates for

each type of ion.

There are many possible reactions in a typical laser gas which must be

included in the loss and generation terms of Eqs. (lb) and (1c). In order

to obtain a tractable set of equations we shall confine our attention to

.those reactions listed below and discussed in Section 3.5.

6



For a pure gas. for example helium, the dominant reactions for our

purposes are:

Inization: e + He -RHe + 2e

Molecule Formaftion: He + He-o He2
+

Recombination: He ++ e -- ZHe.Z

For a gas mixture, for example helium, nitrogen and carbon monoxide.

thfe dominant reactions are:
SHe+

Ionization: e + He- H + Ze.

Se + X - N ++Ze,
2 2

e + CO-CO + Ze,

Charge Exchange: He+ + N2 (or CO) -'mN (or CO+)

N + CO eN + CO

Cluster Formation: CO+ + CO->- (CO)l,

2 2 41P

Recombination: (CO)+ + e -V 2CO,
4+

For a gas mixture containing a small amount of oxygen, in addition to the

abo-ve, we have:

Oxygen Attachment: 0, + e -aO + 0,
02 + e + M--PO + M.

Recombination: (O) + (CO)+ a-0 + (CO)

where at this stage of the investigation the specific ions and mol.ecules,

designateci by the subscripts x and y, cannot clearly be identified and M

is any atom or molecule.

? 7



The charge exchange processes, schematically indicated above, enter into

the ion density rate eqtations (ib) as a loss for the initial ion species and

a generation for the resultant species.

The basic equations (la, b and c) can be simplified by considering the

approximate rates of the various processes. In partic.ular, the average

lifetime for helium or nitrogen ions, considering charge transfer processes,
-10is in the order of 10 sec, and the lifetime, determined by recombination

processes, is in the order of 10- to 10 sec. Since we are not interested

in the ion density but rather electron density, and since the free electrons

are not involved in the charge transfer process, we can simplify the basic

equations. We sum up the effect on the basic equations of the dominant

reactions given abore as follows (neglecting for the moment, any attachment):

(a) Helium, nitrogen and carbon monoxide ions (and electrons) are

generated as indicated above.

(b) Helium and nitrogen ions charge transfer to carbon monoxide

ions infinitely fast.

(c) Because of (b), the effective generation rate for the carbon monoxide

ions is the sum of all the gencration ratez.

+ + -9(d) The time to form (GO)2 or (GO) is e-- timated to be about- 10 sec.
Siace this time is short compared to the recombination time, we

may assume that this process proceeds arbitrarily fast.

+ .4-
(e) The recombination of (CO) 2 or (CO) indicated above is then-the

only important loss process for electrons.

Although the electron-ion recombination process for carbon monoxide (and

other ions) ivolves a larger molecule, i. e., (CO) we shall simplify our
x



notation, whenever possible, by writing CO+ instead of 'CO" . We
x

shall use this convention for other ions as weli.

+ +

The recombination rate for carbon monoxide iois is -C.(CO) n O n where

S(CO ) is the recombination rate constant fo-. CO+. Fr the :as of no
oxgn nco+ ncn-te+ 2.
Soxygen, n(Ce) = n , and the recombinitiors rate reduC'es to a( )ne Using

this loss ternr),Eqs. (la) and (lb) reduce to

dn /dt G(CO+ G(He 1 ) + G(N 2 ) a(CO )n (2)
e 2 e

It is also assumed that the relative concentration of oxygen atoms, when
Si0-2

present, is less than about 10, and therefore the number o' electrons

* derived from positive oxygen ionization is negligible. The effect. however,

of even a small amount of oxygen on electron loss through attachment, may

be severe, and the coupled set of Eqs. (la, b and c) inust then be solved.

The statements (a) and (d) are uneffected by oxygen and they still serve to

simplify Eq. (lb). In Eq. (1c), G(0 2 ) represents the attachment process

and L(O) the ion-ion recombination process. We shall denote the oxygen

recombination coefficient with a(02). The simplified set of equations

for a helium, nitrogen, carbon monoxide and oxygen mix is:

. €.9
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r.
n n(CO + (3a)

e ) - n(O�)

dn(CO+)/dt 0(00+) + G(He+) + G(N�)

00+ + ��CO+) (3b)

a( )nen(CO ) - a(02 )n(02 )n(

AIf�IA4 = � At ,iIfOlntOlnfCO+1 (3c)
e ' - �'2''2''

where P� (discussed in Section 3. 4) is the attachment rate constant. We
have ceased distinguishing between 0 and

(or other negative oxygen

ions).

,� 'A'

Because of the very anisotropic electron velocity distribution, it is convenient

to divide the electrons into two classes, as indicated earler, and to divide the
+ +

ionization function G(j ) into two parts. Thus, G(j ) is written as

+
G(j ) in(j)g(j) + n n(j) F(T . j) (4)

e e

where the first term on the right hand side corresponds to the ionization cadsed by

the electron beam and the second term the ioniza'..ion caused by the electrons

having random energies of thc order of 1 eV. n(s) is the molecular or atomic

number density of sp..�clee j, I is the electron beam current, and g(j) is a

normalized ionization rat�t for species j. F(Tetj) is an ionization rate

per molecul� or atom, which depends on the electron energy. It shall be

assumed that the random motion of the electron. can be approxImated by a

Boltzznann-Maxwell dlstrih�t1on at temperat�.�we Te. The functions g(j)

and F(Te, j) are discussed in Secdons 3.1 and 3. 2 respectively.

� Although N1ghan8 � 
'� has calculated that the electron velocity distribution

in CO� and CO gas mixtures for the usual discharge conditions will depart
from a Maxwellian, we will Qftan treat this approximately i3otrOpiC random
motici as thermal.

I
10
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2.2 The Analytic Solution of Electron Density for a Single Co.Monent

Gas. In this section the basic equation for the electron density (Eq. 1)

will be simplified by considering only one gas, for which an analytic solution

can be obtained. An approximate equation that includes the effectgs of oxygen

will also be derived and solved.

For this example we shall assume that the fill gas is argon with a small

amount of oxygen. Since the percentage of oxygen is assumed small, we

neglect the positive ions of oxygen. Eqs. (la, b and c) now reduce to:

+
n= n(Ar ).n(0 2) (5a)

dn(Ar )/dt n(Ar)ig(Ar) + n n(Ar) F(Te, Ar)e

-a(Ar +)n(Ar +)n 0 (0)n(W0)n(Ar + (Sb)
e .2

dn(O_)fd!.=P n a (O_)n(O')n(Ar) (5c),

This set of equations cannot be solved simply without numerical methods.

We shall obta-In anltclsolutions for three cases: (a) no thermal

generation (F(T) =0) and no oxygen attachment (t=0). Mb thermal

generation bu~t no attachment, and (c) no thermal generation but attach-

mtnt. For caaes (it) and (b), we obtain simple solutions to the exact

eq uations. For (c) we must approximate Eq. (5) in order to solve forn

We #hall as sume that the electron bean -is on for a length of time p. Figure 2

shows the value of -the electron density, as a function of time for the cases (a),

(b) and (c).

Case (a): For F(T,)u 0 and P'a0 we have

dn /dtu-an + c '(6a)

-where a C1 (Ar ) and c un(Arfig(Ar)
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Figure Z. Electron beam current and electron density vs time.
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The solution is:

1/2For the buildup of ne: n (c/a) tanh lfac t 0<.tsp (6b)
e e I

For the decay of n: ne .(a(t-p)1/n p<i (6c)= (ae -p+I/eo) <•(c

wheren n (t p).

eo e

Eq. (6b) and (6c) are plotted in Figure 2.

If we define the characteris•-ic rise and decay times to be 7' (ac)"I/2r
and 7'd = (na) respectively, then we note that r = Td if the build up

d /21 r
transient is complete (i. e., if n a (c/a) A sample calculation

20
for 760 torr argon with 1 mA/cm electron beam current yields a steady

12 3
state equilibrium electron density, neq, of 4. 3 x 10 /cm and a rise time

-- 7 3 18
oflI ps. This was calculated using a 8.8 x 10 cm /s and c =1.2x1

3 -1
(cui a)

Case (b): For F(TS# 0 and' = 0 we have

2dn /dt -an -b n +c (7a)
e e e

where we define b = - n(Ax)F(Te). In this case b simplifies ;o
6

-n(Ar)F(Te). The solution for this case is:

-tR
For the buildup of ne ne c(- -_e ) St:p (7b)

e..tR (--b +R)e" + b+ R

n00 eo < t (7c)
Forthe deca.y ofn n o

e e/an ato .b(t-p) I
b 1)b

2 1/2
where R (b + 4 ac)

13



Case (c): For this case Eqs. (Za, b, and c) can be combined to yield

dn /dt---an (1+n(O )/n )-bn +c. (8)
e e 2 e e

Conel.ering attachment and n(O2)/ne < 1, Eq. (8) is of the form of (7a)

and its solution is again given by (7b) and (7c). but the coefficient

b = ' for this case.

The value of n(O2, In can be easily estimated for steady state conditions. -

2 e
From Eq. (5c) one calculates

n(O, a (0)] (1 +n(O)/n (9)

which, for n(O )/n small compared to one, gives n(O-) 1'I a (o0).
2 e3 -1 - -6 23.

For typical values of P' 5 x 10 s and O(f 2 ) = 10 cm 3 sa, one calculates
-9 -3 12 -3n(C2 ) =5 x 10cm . For ne =10 cm the above approximation to

Eq. (8) for steady state conditions is well justified. During the initial

build-up of n, the ionization term c is more important than the

electron recombination term and therefore the approximation to Eq. (8)

should also be good for this period. Late in the after-glow, the recombina-

tion term is less important than the attachment term and again the approxi-

mation to Eq. (8) should cause no significant error in calculating ne for

this period.

If the turn on transient is complete and ste•-dy state is achieved, the

equilibrium electron density, neq for cases (b) and (c) is

n = [-b + (b + 4a&) /] (Za)"1. (10)eq

14;

I i i i .3



The solution for n for cases (a), (b), and (c) is shown in Figure 2. The /e

initial rise in electron density is governed solely by the electron beam

ionization rate. The final phase of the electron density build-up is only

slightly influenced by attachment and thermal ionization; it proceeds faster

for the case of attachment and slower for the case of thermal gerieration.

The rate of decay of the electron density is strongly influenced by-attachment

and thermal generation as shown in Figure 2.

2.3 The Electron Density Function for a Multicomponent Gas. The

simplified basic equations (3a, b and c) for a gas mixture are of the same

form as those for a single component gas (5a, b and c). Therefore,

the solutions tor n in equations (?b, c) and (9), also reprezent analytic
e

solutions for the mnulticomponent gas case, provided that the definition of

the constants a, b, and c is g'.neralized. It should be noted that

the differential equation (7a) is approximate when electron attachment

is significant, since n(j+) is not equal to n
e

For the multicomponent gas, the coefficients a, b, and c to be used in

the approximate solution (7b, c) are:

+a= a•(j) (lla)

where (+) is the final ion type in the rapid charge transfer process,

e.g., CO or CO2

b = - £ n(j)F(Tj) (lIb)
J

where .G',derived in Section 3. 4includes the Z body and 3 body attach-

ment process and n(j)F(Tel D is the thermal ionization rate of atom

"species j, and

c i Zn(j)g(j) (ilc)

where Ln(j)g(j) is the rate of ionization produced by the electron beam in

species j.

[I



The qualitative bhaviot-,r of n is depicted in Figure 3 for various

cases. An electron beam pulse of 100 ps duration is assumed and

results for pure and multicomponent gases with and without

attachment and thermal generation are shown. In the next section,

numerical solutions of Eqs. (3a, b, c) are presented and discussed.

In the section following, comrnparisons are made between the calculated

and measured results..

2.4 Solutions for Various Operatin Conditions. Computer solutions of

ne for various operating conditions are presented in this section. A

100 keV electron beam pulse of 100 is duration and a total &tas pressure of

760 torr at 2730 K was assumed for each case. Table I lists the cases

considered with parameters chosen to illustrate the effect on the electron

density caused by:

Changing the beam current. Figv c

Including attachment; Figures 4d, 6b and 7b,

Including thermal generation; Figures 4e, 6c and 7c,

Changing gas; Yigures Sa, I, c, and d, and

Using differe&'- laser gas miutures; Figures 6 and 7.

With no attachment or thermal generation the effect of changing the beam

current is as anticipated: the maximum electron density varies as the

square root of the current, and the rise and fa3I times decrease at

higher currents. From Eq. (4) one notes that a change in the gas

density is equivalent to a change in the beam current.

16



i(t)

The electrom beam

0 t- 100•/i

Fcr pure CO with no thermal
generation. (High generation e(t)
and recombination rates)

For pure He with no thermal
generation. (Low generation
and very low recombination ne(t)
rates.)

For CO. N2 . and lie with non(tthermal g�eneration and n (t)
attach.nent.

For 'O, N2 and He with thermal
generation but no attachment. ne(t)

For CO. N2 , and He with n M
attachment but no thermal
generation. '

i "gure 3. E-ffects of varioua basic processes on electron density.
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44e
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F'igure 4. Electron Density for Nitrogen uinder Various Conditions.
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Ls- Figare -5 th.e iffect of the low generation -rate and the very low

recxniato rate in helium is itoted; namely -long -rise'and fafll timei
12 3hat a high steady state electroit density (its value would be -7 x 10 -1cm

=for. a sufficiently long .pulse). -The formation of negative ions' is to be'

execedfo C ad O-discharges, but It is not cnonidere'd-in -Tig res-

Sc. -and d.

Figures S and 7 give the electron density for typical laser mas mixtures.

Whenever helium is present., there is raoi# charge transfer to carbon

monoxside or carbon dioxide. ..Since--the -generation ratecodf helium is lcw

F ~~compazed to NZ, CO or- CO2  heei ol small -contribution to the

electron density: from the helium (,compare:Figares 6a -and -6d).,

Thie purity of CO is often a problem becau se carbanyls are often present

and tney attach electrons~ rapidly.1 0 The inclusion of somne oxygen attach-

ment should approximate the effect of carbonyl electron attachment. Little

is known about the recoinbination of carbon dioxide because, -in most

discharges, many of the free electrons attach and form negative ions which

mask the recombination process. (CO? has a large cross section for negative

ion formation at electron energies of about 4 eV). 1

2. 5 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Currents. In electrical

discharges, operating at atmospheric pressure with a low degree of ioniza-

tion. it is difficult to measure the electron density directly (by probes

or by- microwave methods). A measure of the accuracy of the electron

deýnsity calculations msay be obtained by comparing the current which flows

between the sustainer electrodes in the laser plaama region (see T'igure 1).

The expecte-d value of current density i sis

23



where e is the electron charge and vd the electron drift velocity

in the electric field of the sustainer electrodes. The values for vi
12

were obtained from Brown, and the electric field was taken to be

the voltage between the electrodes divided by the separation. The

total measured sustainer current divided by the area gave the average

current density ia

The results of preliminary measurements of discharge currents in nitrogen

and in carbon monoxide are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The electron beam

current density was about 0. 5 mA/c , and the current measurements. in

the laser cavity were made after the electron density build up was

-complete. Both .8 and F(Te) were taken to be zero in the calculation.

The cathode fall, estimated to be about 400 volts, was neglected.

The agreement between the measured and calculated discharge current

values for nitrogen was better than expected with this crude model. The

lower measured current values for carbon monoxide may be due to some

attachment process.

K .
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3. 0'= BASIC PHYSICAL PROCESSES

In thls section we shall discuss the basic reactions and the reaction

rates giving rise to:

(1) Ionization of the fill gas atorns by the electrons of the E-beamn,

(2) Ionization of the atoms by e~lectrons having about 1 eV thermal

energy,

(3) Electron-ion and ion-ion recombination,.

(4) Electron attachment to and detachment from oxygen, and

gA'(5) Charge transfer processes.

3.1I Ionization of Fill Gas Atoms by Electrons of the E-Beam. The

• reactions,by which the very energetic electrons from the electron gun

•} ionize neutral gas particles, are cascade processes, which may be

• expressed as follows using Ar.

+4

'!,iie(E) + Ar-&,Ar+ + e(E -V.- W) + e(WI (1 3a)-.

+4

""e(WI) + Ar•o-Ar+ + e(W 1 - Vi "W) + e(W) (1 3b)

• where E is the energy of the beam electron (E - 100 keg), V. is the ioniza-

• I

Itstion energy and W is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron.

•.-•:The energetic electron ionizes an argon atom and looses an ..•nount ofSenergy approximately equal to the ionization eoergy plus the kinetic energy,

(1) Io of the secondary electron. The cross sections a. for this process,

i• listed in Table II, are discussed below. The generation process, however,
is not complete as the secondary electron at energy W1 may then ionize

additional atoms. The likelihood of this latter process is more difficult

:eato calculate. The highly energetic electron may also impart some further

w r itenergy to the argon atom, however, this is not included in the above equations.
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We will first discuss the cross section calcuation for promess (Ih) aMd

the dstrbnUti of kimetic margy (U'1 ) of the ioais:ed electron, and then

com-pare these ems" losses of the primary electron with stoping power

data. We wil theOn discuss p•ocess M3b) and dee with

e the ubrof firrthr ionizations caused by th.t electron at many U 1
Finaklly, weil relathe totale Unuber of ion pairslcm caused zay the passage

of one high energy electron to the remslts obbtun by a rule of Omimb

c,lculaUoms. The lat i based calcjtng the ion pak generatiou rate

hufrm the stopping poweeby asuaming that each-io par• takes about 30 - 35 eV

enrgy of the prkuary electron.

13

The cross sections for process (13a) have been meased by many investgators

at low energies (I 1 keY). Less work has been done at energies around

100 kev. Schram et a1 4 have made measurements of the first eight gases

listed in Table £ at energies up to 20 keY and have tabulated the coabstants

necessary to use the Bethe fonrmalW1 which allows one to calculate the ioniza-

tion cross sections for 100 keV pribmnry electrons (or other energies of

interest).

Using the very simple collisional model presented in reference 15, (page

276), which considers a highly energetic electren encountering other

electrons at rest (process 13a), one can calculate a. and the average

kinetic energy of the ejectod electron < W 1 >. For E : 100 keV and

Vi = 15 eV. one calculates Wi = 0. 043 x 10- 18 Z cmz and < WI > = 105 eV,

where Z is the atomic (or molecular) number. The calculated value of

Gi is about a factor of two too small when compared with measured values in

Table E. The value of < WI > is within about 20% of the value one obtains

from stopping power data. For example. in argon at I atmosphere, with



i = L 9 10 cm z ther are 51, direct ionizing processes per cm
S fw each primary- electron.7 The energy ious per a for each primary

• electron is that 51 (Vi ÷< Wi > )=6. 1 k&Vlcm. The tabmlahe energy

Wass given by Berger and Se 16e is S. I kV/cm.

The kinetic energy of the ejected electron decays from a value of W

toward a steady state value (-- 1eV). There are many processes whicb

€ampete for this excess kinetic energy and we will not attempt to discuss

how this energy is split between ionizing and nonionizing processes, J

Fn proposed a theory which states that the average energy, w, which

is expended in producing an ion pair by the processes of Eq. (13a) and (13b),

and subsequent ionization processes, should be quite independent of the atom

structure and is about 30 eV. This is born out experimentally and more

Sprecise values.taken from reference 15 (page 233).are given below. Also

shown below are some measured values of E, the number of further ion

"pairs produced by the electron ejected in the primary ionization process,

Eq. (13a).
- 18

w(ev)

Hydrogen 35 1.3

Nitrogen 36.2 2.3

Argon 26 2.7

Oxygen 32.3 2.5

Helium 30

Neon 28

Krypton 24

Xenon 22

CO 34

COZ 34

"The data used in the generation rate calculations is presented in Table II.
mAc2

The ion pair generation rate, g, is normalized for 1 mA/cm primary A
3

electron beam current at 100 ke" and for 1 gas atom or molecule/cm.
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It was calulated by diriding the value of the stopping power of the gas

taken fronw Berger' by w. the average energy loss per ion pair. Also
16listed are the stopping powers and the ionization cross se.-tiors for

the production of ion pairs directly by the primary electrons. The

generation rates m Table I were obtained by multiplying g by the beam

current (in mA) and the fill gas number density.

3.2.- Ionization by Electrons having about I eV Thernai Energy. The

electrons in the plasma, produced by the ionizing processes desc-ibed

above., are maintained at an average energy of about I eV. The motioni
of these electrons is primarily random with a relatively slow drift

(-10O6 cm/s) toward the positive electrode. Because of the pre-

ponderance of ele,-tron-neutral collisions (compared to electron-electron

collisions) and the non-thermal conaltions (gas kinetic energy -0. 03 eV),

the electron velocity distribution is non-Maxwellian (see References 8 and 9).

Tie correct method for the calculation of the ionization rate caused by these

plasma electrons would be to use the velocity distribution appropriate to the

particular gas mixture and the applied electric field. A much simpler

procedure used here, which should yield rates within a factor of about

two, is to take the Maxwellian velocity distribution equivalent in temperature

to 2 /3 of the average electron energy. The equation for F(T8 , j) is

F(Te,j) = J o(j, s) s f(s) ds (14)
0

where j denotes the type of atom or molecule, s and f(s) are the

electron speed and speed distribution function and a (j, s) is the ionization

cross section. The values for a were taken from D. Rapp and P. Englander-

Golden. 1 9 The results of this integration are plotted in Figure 10 as a function

31
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of electron temperature. In the above treatment only direct two

body ionizing collisions are considered and ionization via metastable

states or other processes are ignored.

3.3 -Electron-Ion and Ion-Ion Recombination. The electron-ion recombina-

tion process represents the reverse of the electronwimpact ionization process.

The ion-ion recombination process is responsible for the neutralization of the

negative ions generated by the electron attachment processm. The recombination

processes are characterized by a rate coefficient a. The number of electron-
+ +

ion recombination events per cm 3 sec is given by a (j )n(j )ne, where aju+)

depends on the ion species. For ion-ion recombination, a depends on both ion

species. For example, for O0 and N+I the recombination rate is+(O + ." Z
a (O, N )n(O2)n(N ). These two different recombination processes will be

discussed separately.

Of the many different types of electron-ion recombination processes

possible .see, for example, McDaniel 20), it appears that, at gas pressures

of the order of 1 atmosphere, dissociative recombination dominates. In

particular, for diatomic molecules for example,

N+ +N -opN+ then N +e-2N2 2 4' 4

and

CO+ + n(CO) -o (CO) ++, then (CO)+ + e-..(n + 1) CO (16)
n+l n+l

seem to be the important processes. 10,21 For the noble gases, a similar

process accounts for the recombination,

X+ +X-.-X , then X2 + e..9m2X, (17)
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where X represents one of the noble gas atoms, The dependence of some of the
10

* recombination processes on electron energy have been observed and the

values quoted in Table:Ifl are for the temperatures indicated. The.

author is not aware of a value of a for electron-carbon dioxide

recombination. In order to make the calcula.ions we have used the

measured value of a for electron-carbon monoxide recombination.

References to numerous other measurements of a are given by Oskamr
24

and Mittelstadt and Hasted.

The author is not aware of ion-ion recombination coefficients for negative
22 -

oxygen ions and positive carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide ions. Saycrs2 2

has measured a for oxygen and nitrogen. Because of the similarity between

CO and N2 in the ionization and electron recombination processes we have

assumed an equal recombination coefficient. For the lack of a better

value we have also assumed the same a for CO 2.

3.4 Electron Attachment to and Detachment from Oxygen, The electrons

in the discharge have a propensity to attach themselves to any oxygen molecules

present in the system. In the process of attachment, the electron and

oxygen molecule evolve energy (approximately 1. 5 eV for 0 and 0. 4 eV for

O) which has to be removed some way. We would then expect to have a

variety of processes for attachment (as is the case for recombination).

Phenomenologically these processes are divided into two classes: two

body attachment and three body attachment. One may then write the rate

of electron attachment as:

.8 'n = nen(O )[8+ K(f) n(f)] (18).e e

where the , represents a particle species and the sum is to be extended

over all the species present. $ and K are the two and three body attach-

ment coefficients respectively. These coefficients depend strongly on

electron temperature as discusstd in references 11 and 26. For a gas

mixture of helium, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and oxygen Eq. (18) becomos
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-TRL 3

Election-lo-Recmnb CoeffkiezM

Gas a (cM3 Is) Remaarks

He 4 - 10- At -5O torr and T f-- e3 *
z

Ne2 3.4-10- At h-ZO ar aud T ý. e
_ + -7 Z

8.8-10 At -0 tort aa T ft. •ke•*

Kr• l. Z" 10-6 At "t-O torrtad T -f. 03 V Z4

Xe + 1.4-10-6 At 4ý torr and T t.- 03 eVZ4

N+ 3 "10-9 At I ana and T ±l eV1 0
•4

(CCn+ 1 -10 Atitam andT IeV 1 0
n

Ion-Ion Recombination Coefficient

Air "I10 6 At I a•m m
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3.5 cmre Tramefer Processes. COW&rni charge transfer processes

=MO Shefas lad malaculas in a gaas 2sclarge proceed ra*Ey. The rate

CAM~eus. bt. for numv7 of tbe expectied processes have been measured

and are giwes ia Talle IT. Ik order to bebp ort out &he rafts of these pro-

Cese we hadicate a chrcersi lifetime for the ins which appear~s on

Oth beft xif* of fhe veactinst eqinatiaw- For example. the rate equatio for

ace hdkm=-mftrages reactica -a

We de~The C&& act!"jatic Waftime for Whe helium ion, to be (k uPNZ))

The CUM~tenisic Owesgies in Table ['J as , e a total Fm pressure

utfG ftrr at Z73rK. and a n*&dzre ratio of 3.-ZI Sor Be. NZ and CC)

*Cbzxter Sa-matinm rates for 17e *N molacule are also listed in TaLble IV.

and &or 4 *OEM*o~. receomunation rates for eletdron-ion and ion-

So Wucesses arsimkd*&. For Ote etectrozi-ion recoanhirtion

32 3.

for the izea-im Prccess a nitrogen ion density Of 10 12cm3 is assumed.

The idemLiity of the . &- b~n:-nt oxygen and nitrogen ions is wot imown

amd Omrze~re *ac fSal eqnatiom of Table IV represents the process

s~uaticaly *may.

The Char&cteriStiC 1ifeieMsM lisftd ima-able IV show %iat the mair- ionic

ckarge trans-SIe process"s proceed very fast can p~ared to the ice-electroua

I Mb22tio Pocesses..
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TABLEIV. Rates for some Molecular Ion Processes

Reference Characteristic
Reaction (cM• /s) Number Lifetime

Charge Exchange

H+ N He + N + 1 .. 7 x10 27 0.6 xo10

+e +N~.~+ + -9 -1
He + CO-.m- He + C+ C 1. 7 x 10 9  27 . 3 x 10 0

:He + CO + 0-1
He+CO2" e CO+ 1.2 x 10" 27 1.8x10"10.+ C,0oHo +CO+.-+

- CO .N +CO+ 0.7x10-9 28 3.4x 1 0

-9 -10
CO N+CO+ 0.9x 10" 9  28 2.4x10-1 0

+ CO2 1(IN+CO2  1.3x110" 28 1.7x10 10

Cluster Formation

+N +-6'-N 6101 1  29 18 x 10 "10
""+ +

CO + n(CO) -� (CO) + I ? Probably similar to N2 + N2 reaction

Recombination

He + e -ZHe -10

(COI + e.-nCO -10-

0 + N+-.,, O + N - 106
x y x y

Iii

A
M~
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4.0 SUMMARY

In an electrical discharge gas laser, the two most important plasma

parameters for electron pumping are electron density and electron

energy. In this report the important physical processes which control

the electron density are discussed and a set of equations for calculating

the density are formulated and solved. It is shown that the equilibrium

value of the electron density of an electron beam stabilized CO or CO2

laser discharge may be calculated approximately from a simple quadratic

equation. Because of rapid charge transfer, the only significant number

of positive ions present in the discharge are those of CO or COV. The

electron generation rate is the sum of the rates for all the various gas

constituents. These generation rates are proportional to the electron

beam current density, and mass density of the fill gas. The calculated

electron densities from these formulations are in reasonable agreement

with measured values.

3
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